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Abstract. Most of the research in data mining has been focused on developing novel algorithms for specific data mining tasks. However, finding
the theoretical foundations of data mining has recently been recognized
to be even greater concern to data mining.
One promising candidate to form a solid basis for data mining is known
as inductive databases. The inductive databases are databases with a
tight integration to data mining facilities. However, it is not clear what
inductive databases actually are, what they should be and whether inductive databases differ notably from the usual databases with slightly
broader notions of queries and data objects.
In this paper we aim to show that the viewpoint offered by inductive
databases differs from the usual databases: the inductive databases can
be seen as databases with ability to rank data manipulation operations.
We describe how several central data mining tasks can be naturally defined by this approach and show that the proposed inductive databases
framework offers conceptual benefits by clarifying and unifying the central data mining tasks. We also discuss some challenges of inductive
databases based on query ranking and grading.

1

Introduction

Data mining aims to extract useful knowledge from large collections of (observational) data [1,2]. The largest effort in data mining has been devoted on
developing novel methods to reach for several correctives of this goal. For example, there has been considerable amount of activity to invent techniques for
pattern discovery, classification, clustering and density estimation.
However, although the general goal of data mining is not very well-defined,
much less work has been devoted on finding out what that goal actually means,
i.e., whether there exists the “theory of data mining” that captures the central
tasks but is not too broad, essentially an empty concept. Recently this has
increasingly been recognized to be one of the most important current challenges
for the data mining community.
Although the main focus in data mining research has been in the development of data analysis algorithms, there has also been some work on examining
possibilities to theoretical foundations of data mining [2,3]. There are two main
requirements for the theory of data mining. First, it should capture most of the

central data mining tasks naturally. Second, it should clarify and unify different
data mining tasks. Thus, the theory of data mining should be useful in practice
but still the theory should actually say something about the commonalities of
the vast methods known in data mining and support the knowledge discovery
process.
One promising candidate to serve as the theory of data mining is known
as inductive databases [4,5]. The basic idea of inductive databases is to extend
database technologies in such way that it enables the databases to support data
mining and the knowledge discovery process. However, it is not clear what this
actually means. In this paper try to clarify this by suggesting that the most
essential difference of inductive databases compared to usual databases is the
ability to rank or grade queries, i.e., to suggest promising queries based on the
preference function determined by the data analyst.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss about
the foundations of data mining and the current view to inductive databases.
In Section 3 we describe how inductive databases can be seen as an extension
of usual databases with ranking abilities. In Section 4 we show how the central data mining tasks can be naturally expressed by the proposed inductive
databases framework and discuss about some of the challenges they raise. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

On Foundations of Data Mining and Inductive
Databases

Data mining is currently a very popular research topic. However, relatively small
effort has been put on finding a general frameworks for data mining.
Since data mining has immediate commonalities with statistics and machine
learning, one might claim that data mining does not exist but it is just another
buzzword for getting more funding to apply techniques of statistics and machine
learning. However, this is not exactly true since there are also several distinctive
features [3]. For example, summarizing a given data set (e.g., by means of data
reduction [6] or data compression [7]) even without making any statistical assumptions is an important task in data mining but this task does not fit very well
to statistics nor to machine learning. Furthermore, data mining is typically iterative and interactive, an exploratory process of data analysis. This viewpoint is
not emphasized in statistics nor in machine learning. In fact, it could even cause
some troubles for them.
Although the Grand Unified Theory of Data Mining would be useful to support the existence of data mining as a scientific discipline, there is even greater
need for that because of practical reasons: systematizing the field of data mining
would benefit practical data mining of being more than a bunch of techniques.
A very promising candidate for the theory of data mining is offered by the inductive databases [4,5]. Inductive databases are databases that contain inductive
generalizations about the data, in addition to the usual data [8]. These inductive

generalizations can be e.g. clusterings, classifications or patterns. Clearly, the inductive databases can naturally support exploratory data analysis in terms of
ad-hoc querying to the inductive database [9]. The high-level notion of inductive databases captures all major data mining tasks, such as pattern discovery,
density estimation, clustering, and prediction. However, it is not clear how these
tasks should be expressed in the inductive databases framework and what the
inductive databases framework should be to express these tasks in a fruitful way.
Most of the existing work on inductive databases has been rooted on pattern
discovery and the proposed inductive databases are mostly extensions of usual
database query languages [4,10,11,12]. The typical model for inductive databases
consists of a data component and a pattern component, and both components
can be queried [4]. Restricting inductive databases to pattern discovery can
be motivated by the fact that there are already a large number of practical
primitives for pattern discovery available and also applicable general frameworks
have been sketched [13,14].
However, the theory of data mining should capture all major data mining
tasks naturally in order to become commonly accepted and supported. Although
pattern discovery can be expressed quite naturally in the current models for
inductive databases, expressing some other data mining tasks such as clustering
in a natural way is not so easy. In the next section we propose a notion of
inductive databases that can be used to naturally describe all central data mining
tasks in a uniform way.

3

Inductive Databases as Ranking

A usual database consists of two components: a data model and data [15]. Also
the data model consists of two components: a data schema which essentially
restricts the collection D of possible data, and the collection Q of data manipulation operations such as queries and update operations. Thus, for our purposes a
usual database can be considered as a triplet (D, Q, D) where D is the collection
of possible data, Q is the collection of possible data manipulation operations
and D ∈ D is the actual data in the database. The collections D and Q are
considered to be implicitly represented.
The central question in data mining can be expressed as “I have this data.
What should I ask about it?” The results of most data mining tasks can be seen
also as queries and their evaluation results. (See Section 4 for examples.) Thus,
if the user has a database, the question become even more concrete: “I have this
database. Which queries are relevant for this data?” Without any knowledge
about the interests of the user there are no meaningful answers. Fortunately,
expressing the preferences (in some precision) is usually possible even when
choosing the most relevant queries directly from often enormously large collection
of all queries is too difficult for the user.
This immediately gives rise to the following notion of inductive databases.
An inductive database consists of the components of a usual database and a
collection R of rankings of the data manipulation operations. (Most of the

cases it would be sufficient to consider only rankings of queries but conceptually there is no need for that restriction.) Thus, an inductive database is a
4-tuple (D, Q, R, D).
A ranking is a list of data manipulation operations in Q where each data
manipulation operation occurs at most once. The most important operation
for rankings is popping the head of the list, i.e., fetching the next best data
manipulation operation w.r.t. the preference function induced by the ranking.
Already this simple operation is sufficient for many data mining tasks. For
example, also popping the last operation from the (possibly infinite) list would
be many times useful (see Section 4.1 for an example of this in the context of
frequent itemset mining) but conceptually there is no need for any new primitives
since popping the last element from the list is conceptually equivalent to popping
the first element from the reverse of the list, i.e., fetching the next worst operation
from the ranking is conceptually equivalent to fetching the next best operations
from the inverse of that ranking.
Sometimes, however, there is need for also a few other operations. For example, it would occasionally be very useful to be able to compare the usefulness
of the data manipulation operations and also to compute the actual usefulness values. Fortunately, these operations are often defined as a side product of
the ranking. The reason why they are not required in the proposed inductive
databases framework is that computing them can be much more difficult that
ranking: Comparing two arbitrary data manipulation operations can be very
difficult even when fetching the next best operation is trivial. Also, meaningful usefulness values do not always even exist. For example, the ranking can be
partially done by a human expert that can only express her preferences and not
the actual usefulness values. This situation occurs sometimes also due to privacy
issues. In practice, the rankings will be augmented with some additional information. Especially the information whether two consecutive operations in the
ranking are equally good will often be of interest.
One particularly nice aspect of the proposed inductive databases framework
is that the inductive database preserves the closure properties of the underlying
usual database since the essential difference between the inductive and the usual
databases is the ranking function.

4

Expressing Data Mining Tasks by Rankings

Although the inductive databases framework proposed in the previous section
seems to be quite clean and simple, it is not yet clear whether the standard data
mining tasks can be naturally expressed by it. In this section we show how the
central tasks in data mining can be expressed in a valuable way by the proposed
inductive databases framework. We describe how different data mining tasks can
be seen as queries and query evaluations. We also highlight some challenges of
defining and computing the rankings in data mining.

4.1

Pattern Discovery

Pattern discovery is an important subfield in data mining where the goal is to
find all interesting patterns in the given data [16,17]. The interesting patterns
can be e.g. local regularities in the data, or parsimonious summaries of subsets
of data [18].
The most prominent examples of interesting patterns are frequent itemsets
and association rules [19,20]. Let D be a bag (i.e., a multi-set) consisting of finite
subsets (called transactions) of a set I of items. The bag D called a transaction
database.
An itemset X is a subset of I. The frequency fr (X, D) of the itemset X ⊆ I
in a transaction database D is the fraction of sets in D containing X, i.e.,
fr (X, D) = |{Y ∈ D : X ⊆ Y }| / |D| where all collections of sets are interpreted
as bags. The frequency fr (X, D) can be seen as the empirical probability of X.
The interestingness of an itemset is considered to be its frequency in the given
transaction database.
An association rule X ⇒ Y consists of two itemsets X, Y ⊆ I. The accuracy
of an association rule X ⇒ Y in D is the fraction of transactions containing Y
that also contain X, i.e., acc (X ⇒ Y, D) = fr (X ∪ Y, D)/fr (Y, D). From the
viewpoint of probabilities the accuracy acc (X ⇒ Y, D) can be interpreted as an
the conditional empirical probability of X given Y .
However, computing all frequent itemsets or association rules is not feasible
since the number of them is exponential in the number of items in I. Instead, the
practical goal has been finding all itemsets X ⊆ I that are σ-frequent in D, i.e.,
the collection F (σ, D) = {X ⊆ I : fr (X, D) ≥ σ}, and σ-frequent δ-accurate
association rules X ⇒ Y with X and Y being σ-frequent in D and having no
common items.
In practice, several minimum threshold values σ and δ have to be tried since
it is difficult to find a good trade-off between the understandability of the pattern
collection and its descriptive power. Instead of the minimum threshold values,
one can specify the upper bound for the number of patterns to be produced but
still the same problem of finding a suitable parameter value exists. Although
the association rules are usually considered as the actual end product, most of
the attention has been devoted for finding collection of frequent itemsets [21]
since association rules can be produced from them as a simple post-processing
step [19].
The proposed inductive databases framework fits perfectly for mining frequent itemsets and association rules: Itemsets and association rules can be
seen as queries. The query evaluation result for an itemset X ⊆ I in D corresponds to the bag cover (X, D) = {Y ∈ D : X ⊆ Y } and the query evaluation
result for an association rule X ⇒ Y corresponds to two bags cover (Y, D)
and cover (X ∪ Y, D). Conceptually the association rule query can be seen to
consist of first selecting the transactions of cover (Y, D) from D and second
cover (X ∪ Y, D) from cover (Y, D) since cover (X ∪ Y, D) ⊆ cover (Y, D).
The ranking of itemsets based on their frequencies can be claimed to solve
the frequent itemset mining task from the user point of view even better than

finding all σ-frequent sets since the inductive database naturally supports the
interactive examination of the itemsets. It also gives a slightly different viewpoint to frequent itemset mining by interpreting the frequent itemset mining as
generating frequent itemsets on demand in the order of decreasing frequencies
instead of computing the collection for different threshold values.
Instead of the itemsets with high frequencies (i.e., regularities in the data),
one can be interested also in the very rare itemsets, i.e., the surprising itemsets.
As mentioned in the previous section, conceptually this is only inverting the
ranking. Also in practice it is feasible to look for infrequent itemsets in addition
to the frequent ones [22].
Clearly, mining also other kinds of interesting patterns fits immediately to
this framework: the patterns are listed in the order of decreasing interestingness.
Thus, it can be said that ranking suits quite well for pattern discovery.
4.2

Density Estimation

In addition to local modeling, also global modeling is important in data mining.
The central global modeling tool is the estimation of probability distributions.
Based on Section 4.1 it is clear that we could present probability distributions
of a given class in decreasing order of their likelihood w.r.t. the data. The ranking approach bends naturally also for other kinds of density estimation tasks. In
this section we shall show how it can be used to construct refining representation
of a probability distribution as a mixture (i.e., a convex combination) of simpler distributions. This kind of hierarchical modeling occurs frequently in data
summarization since defining the right trade-off between understandability and
accuracy of the model in advance is usually very difficult.
Let us consider the situation where the database D consists of points in Rd
and we try to model the data by a mixture of d-dimensional Gaussians. Let
P (p | G1 , . . . , Gm , α1 , . . . , αm ) =

m
X

αi P (p | Gi )

i=1

be the likelihood
Pm of p ∈ D given the Gaussians G1 , . . . , Gm with weights α1 , . . . , αm
such that i=1 αi = 1 and αi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , m. The joint likelihood of
all points in D is similarly
Y
P (D | G1 , . . . , Gm , α1 , . . . , αm ) =
P (p | G1 , . . . , Gm , α1 , . . . , αm ) .
p∈D

Thus, the queries are mixtures of Gaussians and the query evaluation in D results
the associated likelihoods for all points in D.
The refining mixture of Gaussians for the data can be computed as follows.
The first Gaussian G1 is the one with the maximum likelihood w.r.t. the data
D. The second Gaussian G2 is the one with maximum likelihood w.r.t. the
data points p ∈ D weighted by 1 − P (p | G1 , 1) and the weights α1 and α2 are
chosen in such a way that they maximize the likelihood P (D | G1 , G2 , α1 , α2 ).

Similarly the kth Gaussian Gk is the maximum likelihood estimate w.r.t. the
data D weighted by 1 − P (p | G1 , . . . , Gk−1 , α1 , . . . , αk−1 ) and αk is chosen and
α1 , . . . , αk−1 are scaled in such way that the updated values α1 , . . . , αk maximize
the likelihood P (D | G1 , . . . , Gk , α1 , . . . , αk ).
This way a refining description of the data can be represented by ranking.
The previous queries (i.e., the previous mixture of k − 1 Gaussians) are exploited
when computing the next best query (i.e., the mixture of k Gaussians). A similar
rankings occur also when ordering patterns w.r.t. their informativeness [23].
4.3

Clustering

Maybe the most important task in data mining is clustering, i.e., grouping data
into groups consisting of similar data. For clusterings, the proposed inductive
databases framework seems to be especially suitable: Defining clusterings unambiguously is not usually very easy and thus several alternative suggestions,
possibly with associated quality values for the clusterings, are most welcome.
Let us consider k-center clustering of points in D ⊂ Rd and let the goodness of
the clustering be measured by Euclidean distance. Then the queries correspond
to k points in Rd and the query evaluations result partitions of D into k groups.
(Note that also hierarchical clustering can be described by ranking, similarly to
the refining mixtures in Section 4.2.)
An important aspect in ranking clusterings is what we would really like to
see is the listing of clusterings in such order that each prefix of the list contains a
representative collection of clusterings. For example, in the case of k-center clustering w.r.t. Euclidean distance, the straightforward application of the distance
function would typically produce quite uninformative ranking: all good clusterings would be essentially the same. Thus, after finding the best clustering, we
should be able to rule out the clusterings that are too similar to it. In practice,
this goal can be reached for by stochastic search techniques.
Although listing the clusterings in a very good order is not trivial, it is clear
that the rankings offer a natural way to describe the clustering tasks.
4.4

Prediction

Another data mining task with high practical relevancy is prediction of outcomes
of some unknown function for a given data based on examples of outcomes
for some other data points. A well-known special case of the prediction task
is classification, i.e., labeling unlabeled data based on another set of labeled
data (called the training data). The query in this case is the classifier and its
evaluation on D results the classification of the data points in D which is typically
a partition of D.
There are several established methods for the classification task, see e.g. [24].
Furthermore, the representations of classifiers can differ very much. This is not
desirable for the inductive databases since one of the goals of the inductive
databases is to have only a small number of primitives succinct for data mining.

A conceptually simple solution to this problem of different representations would
be to explicitly compute labelings. However, this does not make sense in general,
as the goal of classification is to generalize the knowledge extracted from the
training data to possibly infinite collections of data [25]. Also, finding a common,
understandable representation for different classifiers can be very difficult. For
example, representing a hyperplane with a decision tree with splits of one variable
at a time is usually very awkward (and vice versa).
Based on the above observations it might seem that inductive databases can
hardly be useful in prediction tasks since there is need for possibility to represent
many kinds of predictors. However, the goal of prediction does not depend on the
method. For example, in the case of classification, the goal is to find classifiers
that are accurate also for still unclassified (and possibly unseen) data. Thus,
although the actual predictors can differ much from each other, the same ranking
functions can be used for all predictors solving the same prediction task at hand.
Of course, sometimes the ranking function has to be slightly modified based on
e.g. the preferences of the user w.r.t. different classifiers. For example, one could
prefer Bayesian methods or decision trees with small depth regardless of their
estimated prediction performance.
Thus, prediction tasks can be comfortably expressed in the proposed inductive databases framework and the inductive databases framework can support
also the construction of the actual inductive database since same ranking functions can be used for all different methods solving the same prediction task.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have described how inductive databases can be seen as ranking
data manipulation operations of usual databases. We have proposed an inductive
databases framework based on ranking that gives clean and simple definition
what the inductive databases essentially could be. Furthermore, we have shown
that the framework is also very suitable for expressing the central data mining
tasks naturally and it can give even some new insights to them. We believe
that the concept of ranking is relevant for data mining in general due to the
exploratory nature of data mining.
However, this paper is still far from concrete implementations of general
purpose inductive databases. There are many important open questions relevant
for the suggested concept of inductive databases ranging from technical database
theory questions to understandability and relevancy questions:
– How to summarize the ranked queries? There is often a need for summarizing
even the rankings. For example, recently pattern discovery research has been
focused on summarizing the collection of interesting patterns under the flag
of condensed representations, see e.g. [26,27] and the references therein.
– What kind of ranking languages are useful and usable? It is clear that rankings should be described by languages that are suitable for that task. Furthermore, it would be desirable if the expressive power and the computational
complexity of the language used for expressing the rankings are low.

– What kind of trade-offs there are between generality, efficiency and usefulness
of the ranking languages?
– Are there non-trivial trade-offs and relations between expressive powers of
data definition languages, data manipulation languages and ranking languages?
– Is there a need for higher order queries? Higher order queries, e.g. queries of
queries, can be expressed by the rankings. However, there might be situations
where the real higher order queries would be truly beneficial.
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